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Voyager 
is work of 
American 
ingenuity
By Keith Nunes
Staff Writer
Good old American ingenuity 
and a lot of luck were the key 
factors for the Voyager’s suc­
cessful flight around the world.
“ The Voyager is not an ordi­
nary airplane,” Burt Rutan, de­
signer of the aircraft, told a ca­
pacity crowd in the Cal Poly 
Theatre Tuesday night. Rutan 
graduated from Cal Poly in 1965. 
“ The Voyager was built to fly 
around the world and in the pro­
cess of building it we had to 
break a few rules,” he said.
The beginning concept of the 
Voyager began in a restaurant 
during a conversation between 
Rutan and his brother Dick. The 
first sketch of the airplane was 
done on a napkin in that restau­
rant. For the next 11 months 
Burt and Dick Rutan, Jeana 
Yeager and a group of co-workers 
built the Voyager in a small 
garage located near Edwards ,\ir 
Force Base.
The Voyager received very lit­
tle monetary sponsorship from 
corporations. “ When we went to 
the corporations and asked for 
money we did not get any 
results, but when we went and 
asked for the corporations to 
donate some of their products, 
that’s when we got results,” said 
Rutan.
During the construction of the 
Voyager, Rutan faced many 
design problems. “ That was one 
of the things which made the 
Voyager unique,” he said. “ When 
we ran into a problem we did not 
go back to the drawing board; 
instead we would try to fix the 
problem as soon as possible. The 
building of the Voyager was very 
informal. We had no boss to 
report to so we got the work 
done twice as fast.”
The biggest problem Rutan 
had in building the airplane was 
how to design a craft light 
See RUTAN, back page
Resolution passes
Senior project turns into a career
By Monica Fiscalini
staff Writer
Two students have used their 
senior project to help achieve a 
long-term professional goal.
Devona Egan and Patricia 
Lounsbury completed Cal Poly’s 
Thoroughbred Enterprise Pro­
gram, where students break and 
train yearlings in preparation 
for the California Thoroughbred 
Sales. The pair of animal science 
majors wanted to develop a sim­
ilar project on their own. They 
decided to form a partnership to 
market horses as their senior 
project.
The partnership will continue
The partnership will 
continue after the 
project is completed
after the senior project is com­
pleted. In June, Egan will move 
to the East Coast. Their logo for 
Pendragon Thoroughbreds 
reflects this with “ E to W” 
carefully sketched into the 
thoroughbred’s mane. There will 
be Pendragon East and Pen- 
dragon West.
They began their project in 
April 1986, while going to school 
full-time. They studied many 
aspects of the industry, traveled 
hundreds of miles on the 
weekends and tried to meet 
people who could help them 
achieve their goal.
Finally, they met the manager 
of a horse ranch in Santa Ynez, 
who offered three horses for the 
women to sell at the 1986 
California Thoroghbred Sales. 
They did this successfully and 
impressed people in the in­
dustry.
Currently, Lounsbury and 
Egan are breaking and training 
three colts they purchased. 
Lounsbury compared the work 
to training athletes. The women 
are planning on selling the 
horses at the 1987 two-year old 
sales in May at Santa Anita.
DAVE MANES/Mustang Daily
Patti Lounsbury adjusts the bridle and prepares to ride Classic American.
Egan and Lounsbury have us­
ed the senior project angle of the 
business to their advantage. 
Teachers are willing to share 
knowledge and are more 
understanding when they have 
to be out of town and miss class, 
the women said.
The two entrepreneurs were 
recently written up in The Thor­
oughbred o f California magazine. 
They admit the magazine pro­
bably would have had little in­
terest in a new business, except 
that they’re still in school.
Being in school is an advan­
tage for the two students, 
because they can take the 
classes that are essential in im­
p ro v in g  th e ir  b u s in e ss . 
Flowever, one criticism they 
have of their major is the lack of 
business classes offered. They 
also said the department head is 
trying to get an equine minor.
The women have learned that 
juggling a business and school is 
not easy, but they agree they 
would not give up their new 
business.
Health 
card to be 
cheaper in 
September
By Sandra Coffey
Staff Writer
Students will soon be able to 
receive many health card services 
for less than half of the card’s 
previous cost.
Dr. James Nash, director of 
Health Center services, said that 
beginning in September the price 
of a health card will be $20 for 
the year — compared to its pres­
ent price of $65. Nash called it 
“ the bargain of the year,” and 
said that although there would 
be a few adjustments to the pro­
gram, generally the Health 
Center is trying to increase ser­
vices.
Nash explained the change in 
the price of the health card is 
because of a trustee policy pro­
hibiting university health facili­
ties from charging more than $20 
a year for its health card services 
if the university doesn’t have an 
infirmary. Nash said the campus 
infirmary closed in June because 
it wasn’t used enough.
“ Twenty years ago there was 
an average of 4,000 bed days a 
year, while last year there were 
408 bed days,” Nash said, or 408 
days when beds in the infirmary 
were used. He said the declined 
use of the campus infirmary is 
typical of hospitals throughout 
the country which have had a 
decrease in patients.
Although the infirmary closed 
in June, Nash said that for the 
past three quarters the Health 
Center has continued to charge 
$65. Prices weren’t dropped 
because “ we didn’t have enough 
time to make the changes,” he 
said.
Information listing the price of 
a health card at $65 had already 
been published in the university 
catalog and in class schedules, so 
the higher price was charged 
again this year.
Nash said all changes in health 
services haven’t been decided. 
See CARD, back page
Senate deals with cheating
By Jerry McKay
Staff Writer
In its last meeting of the quarter, the Academic Senate passed a 
resolution setting guidelines for professors to follow in dealing with 
students who cheat.
The new guidelines require professors to give students caught 
cheating an F course grade. Further attendance in the course is also 
prohibited. And professors are required to send letters of the inci­
dent to students’ department heads.
The guidelines state plagiarism may be considered cheating and 
therefore subject to the same penalty. However, in cases where
See CHEAT, page 3
Cal Poly is making steps 
toward reaching scholar­
ship parity with larger 
universities, but still has 
a long way to go. See 
INSIGHT, pages.
IN QUOTES
I think, therefore I am — I think.
— Professor Wizdumb, by Howard Schneider
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Where are you going 
for spring break?
Kellie Horsey, microbiology 
senior:
I’m looking for a job because 
I’m graduating this quarter. 
People do graduate from Cal Po­
ly.
Mark Shelby, electrical engineer­
ing junior:
I’ll go home to Sacramento, 
and relax and do a little shopp­
ing. I’ll also spend time with my 
little brother and sister.
Carl Rundlett, business junior:
I’m going to go home to San 
Diego, and then I’m going skiing 
at Mammoth.
Beth Schaefer, microbiology 
junior:
I’m going on tour with the Cal 
Poly Symphonic Band. We’re go­
ing to Disneyland, Irvine and 
San Diego.
The financial aid escape route
The financial aid squeeze was 
upon me when 1 left for England
I’m sure some of you have been 
there: your parents make too
much money for you to get fi­
nancial aid, but not enough to 
pay your college expenses.
So the masterminds behind fi­
nancial aid created a special sec­
tion for us rich but not rich 
enough people called independent 
student status: an escape route.
The federal government figures 
that if you can survive two years 
of paying your own rent, washing 
your own dishes and being in 
debt to the phone company then 
you deserve it.
What to do for two years? 
Well, I had never been to 
England ...
Water had seeped through my 
rain jacket and was running in 
rivulets down my back when I 
decided that maybe this was not 
such a good idea.
The people and horses behind 
me, however, were having the 
time of their lives, acting as 
boisterous as the English get — 
which is smiling and saying, 
“ Yes, I’m fine.’’
Maybe there was another way 
to kill time trying to get financial 
aid besides leading pony treks 
over the moors.
I quit and hitchhiked around 
England, looking for work. The 
two pounds for a bed in a youth 
hostel was more than I could af­
ford and 1 opted for sleeping on 
park benches (camping, as 
Reagan would call it).
I found a job up north. Now 
this was the life, except for the
REPORTER’S
NOTEBOOK
Kimberly Patraw
pay. Kayaking instructors in 
Wales are certainly not living the 
middle-class lifestyle. A dorm 
room, some beer money and free 
food was the average fare.
I would never be able to con­
vince politicians in the States 
that I had lived on so little 
money. So it was back to 
California and to Lake Tahoe.
Ski instructing is an overrated 
job. All right, so you get first 
tracks every morning, and you 
know intimately all the radical 
hidden corners full of beautiful 
snow to ski. Yet all those advan­
tages mean nothing when you are 
trying to explain to an irate 
parent why Suzi’s brand new 
white ski suit is covered with hot 
chocolate.
I still had one year to go until I 
could get financial aid, so I 
headed toward a New Zealand 
winter instead of enjoying a 
California summer.
Now teaching skiing in New 
Zealand is a lot of fun. I recom­
mend it as therapy to anyone 
who has stress problems.
At the end of the season I did 
not have enough money for a 
plane ticket home. With six 
months to go until I was eligible 
for my financial aid, I was trap­
ped down under. It must be a 
Republican conspiracy.
I sold everything, even some of 
my clothes, and had just enough 
money for a one way ticket to ... 
Australia.
Sydney’s Bondi Beach is 
famous for its surf and topless 
women. When I slept there, I did 
not see anyone, topless or not, 
but the surf kept me awake most 
of the night. Three nights of 
sleeping on the beach (the police 
p a tro l  S y d n ey ’s p ark s  
thoroughly) was all I could take.
I was desperate, so I decided to 
taHe the next job I was offered.
I am an animal lover, but if 
skinning kangaroos was the only 
way I could get home again to 
collect my financial aid, then I 
would skin kangaroos. And boy, 
did 1 skin ’roos. I actually saw 
hundreds of dead ones before a 
friend took me to a zoo and I saw 
a live one.
So with my blood-stained 
money in hand, I finally got a 
ticket home.
Here I am at Cal Poly, finar.ced 
to the hilt by the government, 
and it feels good. Sort of.
After all this time I forgot 
what tests were like. 1 kind of 
miss getting kicked off my warm 
, park bench.
I guess that is good because if 
Reagan cuts my financial aid 
anymore, I might be on a per­
manent financial aid escape 
route. Anyone know how much 
ski instructors in Austria get 
paid?
Kimberly Patraw is a journal­
ism Junior who can fit snugly into 
a steamer trunk.
letters to the editor
Professor seeks change 
in merit pay awards
Editor — Every year the Cal Poly 
Administration distributes public 
money to some members of the 
faculty in the form of Meritorious 
Performance and Professional 
Promise (MPPP) awards. This year, 
according to the Administration, 
there will be 123 awards of $2,500 
each. This amounts to a total of 
over $300,000 this year at Cal Poly.
There are no clear criteria for 
these awards and the Administra­
tion has veto power over any award 
selection. This means that if any 
faculty member criticizes the Ad­
ministration, it can prevent him or 
her from receiving this substantial 
sum of money. Knowing this, the 
faculty member may decide to 
refrain from such criticism in the 
first place.
In a democratic society I believe it 
is very improper for the ad­
ministrators of any public institu­
tion to be in a position to be able to 
spend large amounts of public 
money to suppress criticism of their
behavior. This crtiticism may be 
badly needed to maintain integrity 
and competence in the manage­
ment of that public institution.
I suggest that the Administration 
simply distribute the award money 
among all of the faculty propor­
tional to the number of units taught 
during the year. I believe this will 
enhance both the integrity of the 
distribution and the independence 
of the faculty.
THOMAS SCHUMANN 
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Judge halts athlete’s urine tests
SAN JOSE (AP) — The National Collegiate Athletic 
Association’s mandatory drug tests are an unconstitutional in­
vasion of privacy, a judge ruled Wednesday in granting a pre­
liminary injunction against the NCAA to Stanford University 
diver Simone LeVani.
The ruling in the first legal challenge to the NCAA’s drug­
testing program holds broad implications for thousands of 
athletes, although it applies right now only to LeVant.
The senior will be the only athlete at a meet in Arizona this 
weekend who will not have to submit to urine tests.
Sex education guidelines set
SACRAMENTO (AP) — The state Board of Education on 
Wednesday narrowly adopted California’s first specific 
guidelines for teaching students about homosexuality, AIDS, 
contraception and other sex-related issues.
Opponents immediately vowed to stage protests in school 
districts throughout the state and perhaps file a lawsuit to 
block implementation of the optional guidelines, which local 
school boards can either follow, change, or reject.
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plagiarism is unintentional, pro­
fessors may choose a less severe 
remedy than required for 
cheating.’
The senate also adopted a reso­
lution which requires professors 
to keep final exams for one full 
quarter after the quarter of 
evaluation unless they announce
an opportunity to review the ex­
ams earlier.
It also states that professors 
are not required to keep other 
student evaluation materials us­
ed during the quarter past the 
end of the quarter of evaluation, 
provided the students were given 
an opportunity to review the ma­
terials earlier.
The resolution is intended to 
help the Fairness Board in 
deciding grade dispute cases by 
assuring evaluation materials are 
available to the board for specific 
amounts of time.
In other business, the senate 
passed a resolution aimed at giv­
ing faculty a larger voice in the 
budgetary process.
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For The Finest Coffees,
Pastries and Ice Creams
Come to our
FREE GOURMET COFFEE TASTING
Thursday, March 12, 6pm-10pm in the University Union 
Come join the "Pride of the Union" celebration.
Sample your favorite specialty coffee 
from around the world.
Try a different one every hour!
Enter our "Guess the Number of Coffee 
Beans in the Jar” contest and win a 
valuable prize!
1st prize—Espresso Maker 
and Demi-Thsse Set 
2nd prize—Coffee Maker 
3rd prize—Coffee Grinder
■Plus free literature, information, 
balloons, and coffee experts to 
answer your questions about this 
beloved beverage.
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Predominately black fraternities are small but close-knit
By Stephanie Flahavan
Staff Writer
There are four predominately black 
fraternities on campus, but these frater­
nities are so small they usually go un­
noticed, both by the student body and the 
Intra-Fraternity Council. But then, size 
isn’t everything.
These fraternities — like all fraternal 
organizations — are committed to 
brotherhood, scholastic excellence and 
community service.
Alpha Phi Alpha, Omega Psi Phi, Kappa 
Alpha Psi, and Phi Beta Sigma each have 
memberships that are approximately 
one-tenth of the average size house in IFC.
According to statistics published by the 
Institutional Research Office, there are 
only 200 black undergraduate students 
registered here. So the limited size of these 
fraternities has been attributed to the
limited number of black students at Cal 
Poly.
The number of activities a fraternity can 
get involved with are limited when there 
are so few members, but they have other 
ways of promoting brotherhood that 
larger houses find more difficult.
“ We have less people than most frater­
nities but we don’t feel like we are missing 
out,’’ said Frank Marez, a member of 
Omega Psi Phi.
Marez said that it is important for each 
brother to be known well by all the other 
members. “ We have 12 members in our 
chapter and 1 have had the opportunity to 
visit almost all of their homes and meet 
their families,’’ he said, pointing out that 
this is something most fraternities pro­
bably can’t do because they are so large.
Marez said it is part of their pledge pro­
gram to not only get to know members
but something about their backgrounds 
and families as well. “ When you have a 
hundred guys in your house you can’t 
possibly know all that about each of them.
“ I’m sure it doesn’t happen often but 
I’ve seen two guys in the same house say 
hello to each other and then ask ‘what is 
your name?’ ’’ Marez said. “ That would 
never happen in Omega Psi Phi.’’
For Marez, the benefits of a/ small, 
close-knit house outweigh the benefits of 
large numbers. “ Personally, I’d like to see 
our house stay this small,’’ he said.
The benefits of a small chapter are 
overlooked by some. “ Four (predominately 
black) houses are way too many in my 
opinion,’’ said Walt Lambert, coordinator 
of Greek Affairs. This is because there are 
barely enough eligible black students on 
campus to ensure the strength of one 
house.
Phi Beta Sigma was the last of the four 
chapters to come on campus. “ The other 
fraternities didn’t offer me what I 
wanted,’’ said Phi Beta Sigma’s president, 
Alexis Boissiere. But the limited number 
of members in his chapter has made it 
“ very difficult to become an organized, 
visible group on campus.’’
Boissiere said one of the outstanding 
qualities of his chapter is that it “ allows 
blacks to stop feeling negatively about 
themselves.’’
Carl Wallace, associate dean of Student 
Affairs and adviser for Omega Psi Phi and 
Kappa Alpha Psi, said that white ethnici­
ty is taught throughout the education 
system; it is still possible to get all the 
way through the system without having 
taken a course about any other ethnic 
group.
See FRATERNITIES, page 7
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By Elmer Ramos, Staff Writer
or the past few years, some people have 
called for the NCAA to lift its rule that 
prohibits compensation of athletes 
beyond scholarships, therefore opening 
the door for players to receive 
paychecks.
Meanwhile, the Cal Poly athletic department has 
been campaigning on a smaller scale, trying to win 
the university’s approval for priority registration 
for athletes. It is a standard feature at most other 
colleges, but until recently, not here.
Although priority registration was approved 
earlier this year and implemented for spring 
quarter, members of the athletic department find it 
hard to understand the administration’s former 
stand against the policy.
“ It (priority registration) needed to happen,’’ 
said women’s volleyball coach Mike Wilton. 
“ There’s no question about that at all. 1 don’t- 
know of any other schools that don’t have priority 
registration for athletes.”
Cal Poly athletes used to qualify for priority 
registration, he said, but the policy was abolished 
about five years ago. Before the rule was canceled, 
athletes’ registration forms were among the first to 
be processed. This allowed players to accommodate 
classes, practices and games in their schedules 
with little chance of time conflicts arising.
When the policy was repealed, many players fac­
ed the formidable task of plumping up a two-unit 
schedule with classes that didn’t coincide with 
practices and games. Meanwhile, they joined their 
coaches in clamoring for restoration of the rule.
“ At the beginning of every quarter, we could 
expect students to be walking around here like 
they’ve been hit by a two-by-four because they 
couldn’t get any classes,” said Wilton. “ People let 
their thoughts on it be known whenever and 
wherever they could.”
According to the reinstated policy, athletes are 
eligible for priority registration during the 
quarters that they compete and participate in 
formal workouts. For example, football players will 
qualify in the spring and fall.
The number of teammates that participate in 
priority registration may not exceed the number of 
members on that team’s traveling squad. And 
those athletes must carry at least 12 units and 
make satisfactory progress toward their degrees.
Athletic Director Ken Walker said there are 
many people on campus who oppose the special 
treatment for athletes. But the players’ unusual 
circumstances justify the privilege, he said.
“ We bring athletes here to participate and we 
require them to make academic progress,” he said, 
“ and we systematically prevent them from making 
academic progress by denying them priority
registration. The athletes face being ineligible to 
compete because they are not academically eligible 
or because they can’t go to practice. It’s a catch- 
22.”
Between the seasons in which they compete, 
athletes must complete 36 units, 28 of them in
their major curriculum. Football player Tom Carey 
said that without priority registration, it is dif­
ficult to fulfill those requirements.
“ In my freshman year, I took a junior-level 
economics class because 1 had only three units on 
my CAR form,” he said. “ It’s tough trying to get 
classes in the morning. It seems like everyone is
trying to get classes between 10 o’clock and 1 
o’clock.”
Said Janet Jorgensen, a basketball player: “ If
push comes to shove, we end up taking classes we 
don’t even need. But I’ve always found a way to 
get all my classes. You have to sit down with your 
adviser and look at a schedule of 
tentative classes for the whole ■ " '■
year. They (advisers) will give 
you guidance.”
Mike Wenzl, an English pro­
fessor and the faculty-athletic
re p re s e n ta tiv e , said  the 
re in s ta te m e n t o f p r io r i ty  
registration is likely to produce 
some animosity.
“ Anyone who gets priority 
registration will get resentment 
from those who don’t,” he said.
“ This school has highly-struc- 
tured curriculums and a shortage 
of classes. As long as those two 
‘conditions exist, there will be people who object.”
While the athletic department has spent the past 
few years calling for the restoration of priority 
registration, some people at other colleges have 
been lobbying the NCAA to lift regulations that 
prohibit athletes from being compensated beyond 
scholarships.
Some proponents of compensation say athletes, 
such as football players at the University of 
Nebraska and the University of Oklahoma, deserve 
extra rewards because of the millions of dollars 
they help generate annually.
Other backers say players should be compen­
sated because time constraints prevent them from 
holding jobs. NCAA rules also prohibit athletes on 
full-rides from working.
Walker said the campaign is not likely to con­
vince the NCAA.
“ The NCAA is very conservative,” he said. “ I 
don’t think there’ll be much movement in Division 
II. It won’t make headway in Division I either.”
7  think (athletes) are 
paid enough through 
scholarships,
A thletes don *t need 
to beprima donnas*
— Jill Orrock
He said that even if the movement succeeds, it 
would not affect Cal Poly, a Division II school, 
since the athletic department does not have ade­
quate funds.
Said women’s basketball coach Jill Orrock: “ I 
think they (athletes) are paid enough through 
scholarships. Athletes don’t need to be prima don­
nas. Kids have to come here understanding the 
commitment it takes.”
Each of the university’s NCAA intercollegiate 
teams receive scholarships for their athletes. 
Coaches are free to split the funds, giving a share 
to as many players as possible. The football team, 
with 23.5 scholarships, was the most heavily sub­
sidized program this year. On the opposite end was 
the softball team, which was granted just less than 
one.
The Athletic Referendum, approved by students 
last fall, soon will increase the value and number of 
scholarships. A full scholarship covers registration 
fees and provides athletes with a 
lump sum to cover room and 
board . Revenue from the 
referendum also will, for the first 
time, provide book money.
Carey said the time an athlete 
puts into a university-sponsored 
activity is comparable to the 
time an ordinary student puts 
into a job. Therefore, he said, 
players should pefhaps receive a 
modest stipend.
“This is our work,” he said. 
“ We’re working for the school 
and they are paying us back 
(through scholarships), but it’s 
not really as much as it could be. Paying us would 
almost be like the pros, though. There has to be a 
fine dividing line.”
He said, however, that the athletic department’s 
financial woes make it unlikely that players would 
ever receive payment if it was legalized.
“ Most of the guys just wish we had more money 
in the program,” he said. “ If ever the day came 
when athletes here brought in a lot of money at the 
gate, then it would be a good idea.”
Claudia Hemmersbach, a volleyball player, said 
compensation is unnecessary. But the scholar­
ships, she said, could stand some padding.
“ Of course I’d like it to be a little more,” she 
said. “ Rent takes a big chunk. It’s tough for some 
of us who want to live in a nicer place or alone.”
Wilton agreed: “ There’s nobody walking around 
saying this is fat city. It takes creative shopping 
by athletes to find a place they can afford.”
See INSIG HT, page 6
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Men's & wom en's 
Training Shoe
Durable shoe 
w ith dual 
density EVA 
midsole
HIGH LEATHER
Men's B asketball 
Shoe
Reinforced ankle & 
forefoot straps; 
variable-width  
lacing system
sold in 
'86 for 
$ss
YOUR
CHOICE
Aerobic & 
F itn ess
sold in 
'85 for 
$40
new balance ^
W C T566
Leather court
sold in 
'85 for 
$50
FOOT-JOY 
COURT PLUS 
LEATHER 
Tennis Shoe
Terry cloth- 
lined for 
support
■  R ^ A  PAIR
ALL
BASEBALL/
SOFTBALL
G LO V ES
SOSâ
JAN. PRICES
FOOT-JOY 
COURT PLUS 
CANVAS
Tennis shoe  
for women
Lightweight 
upper w ith  
EVA midsole 
fo r comfort; 
available in 
several 
colors
SKATEBOARD
sold in June for 49.99 
LAST SALE 
PRICE 29.99
Riwlkiis 
LMrisvHie 
MIZNRfSSX 
iSpaMMi • WRsn
1 9 9 9 ,
nmi
Lightweight basebail 
shoe; durable upper; 
PU outsofe for 
long wear
19?*
P U m n .  T R A C K  C A T
versatile performance 
track shoe; light­
weight upper; 
EVA wedge for 
conditioning
1 Q 9 9
H  e v  A PAIR
VALTBRA 12'
With steel fram e, dual 
brakes, BMX mag wheels & 
colorful graphics6 9 "
PACIFIC 110 lb 
IRON SET
With 5' bar &
2 dumbbell barson mra.^nted poundageS9*1
PACIFIC soo lb. Deluxe 
OLYMPIC SET
With 7 f t .  
chrome bar3 a ^  on m«|. printea pounda<
EXCEL BRUTUS 
SHADOW DELUXE
INCLINI BSNCH 
WITH LK 
DBVSLOPSR
ATOi i H
ARC
TEAM RS
OUR PRICE1 2 9 ** 119** 8 9 **  9 9 **  6 9 * *
Ouantitm t  S im  limited to stock on hand we reserve the ngnt to refuse service to dealers visa t  MasterCard accepted PRICK GOOD THRU S / I S / t T
C o p elan d ’s S p o rts
962 M onterey
San Luis Obispo. 543-3663
Mon-FrI 9:30-5:30, Thurs til 9, Sat 10-7, Sun 10-6
INSIGHT
From pa{>e 5
The NCAA permits athletes 
receiving less than full scholar­
ships to hold jobs. However, the 
combined value of their earnings 
and scholarship may not exceed 
the value of a full ride. For 
athletes who work, juggling a 
busy schedule can be managed, 
Wilton said.
“ When I was in college,” he 
said, “ I found the time to study, 
have a social life, work and be an 
athlete. I don’t see that it is all 
that hard now. I know that it can 
be done.”
Jorgensen said some of her 
teammates use grants and loans 
to help cover expenses. Others 
work, she said, but that can take 
a toll.
“ Sometimes I see some of the 
girls so tired from working and 
playing that they’re mentally 
tired and can’t seem to study,” 
she said.
A problem with scholarships, 
she said, is that they have not 
kept up with inflation. Although 
the cost of living has increased 
since she arrived at Cal Poly, the 
value of her scholarship has re­
mained constant.
Still, Jorgensen dislikes the 
idea of compensation beyond 
scholarships.
“ If you compensate athletes,” 
she said, “ you are putting them 
in the position of professionals. 
That is not what college athletics 
is about. You play for pride and 
your school.”
QSOS STREET SUB§
Thinking About A DELICIOUS Submarine
Sandwich Is Just Not Enough
STUDY BREAK HOURS
' l 0 - 3 0 a m  - 1®-®®**"’ ' * - ,
AU PAY DttlVfRlEM22;
QSQS STREET SUB^
S A N D W I C H E S  A N D  S P I R I T S
2 FREE DRINKS
W/ANY SIZE SANDWICH 
1060 Osos St. 541-0955
OSOS STREET SUB^
S A N D W I C H E S  A N D  S P I R I T S
50« OFF
1060 Osos SANDWICH 54Í .0955
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FRATERNITIES
From pa}(e 4
“ We teach history that you 
don’t get in school books, to let 
people know who they are,’’ said 
Boissiere.
Because the number of black 
students at Cal Poly is so small, 
Boissiere said some get confused 
and try acting like they are 
white. They may have been rais­
available on campus and had at­
tended rush parties at both IFC 
and non-IFC houses. He said he 
was looking to expand his group 
of friends and get more involved 
in activities on campus.
Frison said the limited number 
of members in the predominately 
black houses holds them back 
from campus involvem ent.
e have less people than most fraternities
but we don’t feel like we are missing out’
— Frank Marez
ed up that way, but most likely 
not, he said. He said Phi Beta 
Sigma gives those with cultural 
differences from the ■ majority a 
place to feel comfortable.
Erskine Frison is one of the 
handful of black members in a 
predominately white fraternity. 
“ Being a minority. I’m used to 
being one face in a crowd,’’ he 
said.
Joining Lambda Chi Alpha was 
a conscious decision for Frison. 
He had been at Cal Poly three 
years when he joined the frater­
nity system. He was aware of the 
different organizations that were
Frison said he doesn’t denounce 
anything about the predominate­
ly black fraternities, they just 
weren’t what he was looking for.
“ 1 felt comfortable with the 
guys at Lambda Chi,’’ Frison 
said. “ 1 know that there is some 
more root-level stuff that I’m 
missing out on,’’ he said, adding 
that he feels like he has “ knocked 
down the color barrier’’ for the 
next guy.
Sanford Smith is an inactive 
member of Sigma Alpha Epsilon. 
He said he went inactive for fi­
nancial reasons and has stayed 
inactive because of his involve­
ment in other activities. He said 
his experience as an active 
member of an IFC fraternity was 
positive.
Being black didn’t make it any 
more difficult to rush, he said. 
And once he got into the house. 
Smith said he used to joke with 
the guys about his ethnicity to 
alleviate any pressure. “ You 
made your quota,’’ and “ you 
have your token’’ were some of 
his most frequently-used lines.
Smith said Sigma Alpha Ep­
silon is one of the most in­
tegrated houses on campus. 
When rushing. Smith emphasiz­
ed that a person’s qualities were 
important, not his color.
Although all of the houses on 
campus are open to members of 
any race, all of the IFC houses 
are still predominately white. 
“ We encourage everybody to go 
through rush,’’ said Jeff Tolle, 
IFC president.
Most students don’t feet com­
fortable with breaking racial 
barriers when it comes to rushing 
a fraternity, said Lambert. Any 
student going through rush has 
to worry whether he is going to 
be accepted — if he is breaking a 
racial barrier he has twice as 
much to deal with.
I h i s  s p r i t !  
m a k e a b r e a k f o r i t .
feOff
This Spring Break, catch a Greyhound® to the 
beach, the mountains, or your hometown. At Vi off 
our regular fares, you and your friends will have a
really great time £ ^ G Q  GREYHOUND  
wherever you go .* SJm And leave driving to us!
WESTERN GREYHOUND 
543-2123
150 South Street 
San Luis Obispo, CA
'Tickets are nomransferable and gixxi for travel only on Greyhound Lines in the following states; .Arizona, California, Idaho, Nevada,
Oregon, Utah and NX’ashingion Certain restrictions apply.
Discount good on current fares only Not \ alid with other disi'ount fares and on (ireshound l.uck\ Streak* Tickets reuuirc scN en-da> advance purchase and x’alid college 
student I D card C)flfer effective 3 1 87 through 4 30 87 Uir travel 87 through 5-7 87. (.Xfer limited. Not vabd in Clanada C  1987 Greyhound Lines, Inc
The houses are definitely 
.racially separated, said Lambert. 
He added, “ I’m not seeing any 
tension because of it.’’ He called 
the Greeks on this campus “ a
pretty homogeneous group’’ in 
comparison to Greeks on other 
campuses. He said the houses 
have all worked well together in 
the past.
Alpha Phi Alpha was part of 
IFC for two years, but decided to 
pull out because the time and fi­
nancial commitment placed on 
members was cutting into their 
studies. Scholastic success takes 
priority over all else, said Alpha 
Phi Alpha president Garry 
Thomas.
Although they encourage all 
the houses on campus to attend
IFC meetings, the chapters with 
a small number of members 
might find it tough to be as ac­
tive as the present members of 
IFC, Tolle said.
IS THIS WHAT YOU GET FOR
YOUR
RENT DOLLAR?
• Your own spacious bedroom with double-bed 
and walk-in closet
• Beautifully landscaped exteriors with modern 
and attractively furnished interiors
• Ample reserved and non-reserved parking for 
residents
• A quiet, mature environment that caters to 
the conscientious and discriminating students
• Attentive, caring management staff that 
recognizes our residents as our clients
• Rents that are competitive and affordable, 
including reduced Summer Rent in July 
and August!
If you are n o t receiv in g  th e se  a m e n itie s  and  
serv ices , th en  you w ill w ant to  co n ta c t us  
to d a y  For m ore in form ation  ab ou t our lim ited  
t> pen ings for S pring  and Sum m er quarters. 
A p p lica tio n s are now a lso  a va ilab le  for th e  
1987*88  C ontract Year. D on't w ait...O ur  
s u ite s  R ent qu ick ly l
H C l C M f  I  
C-AtCCS 
AtACTM EM S
an exclusive Siucient Residence 
200 N. Santa Rosa Si. .
San Luis Obispo, CA 
544-7007
r
C O U P O N
® MAMA ® 
F E E E A E l’S
^ Any Spaghetti Dinner
0 0
OFF
Includes soup  o r salad, 
sourdough bread with garlic 
butter, coflee o r tea and
ice cream.
Expires Mar. 31 
1 Coupon per custom er
541-5211
l«IANA FERRARES 179 N. Santa Rosa SL SLO
ANY 16'' PIZZA
with 2 or more toppings5 0
OFF
O ur Pizzas are topped with 
a b le n d  o f m ozza re lla , 
provokme and aged tiiedda r 
cheese
Expires Mar. 31 
1 Coupon per custom er
541-5211
NANA FERRARES 179 IN. Santa Rosa SL SLO
O U P O NIBBBI
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544-9340
GASOLINE •  DIESEL TRANSAXLE
8 A .M . - S r .M . 
M O N . • F R I .
RE8UILOINO
SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE 
SERVICE A REPAIR ON 
VOLKtWJkaeM -  PORSCHE -  AUDI -  BMW 
PEUGEOT - dTROEM
2899 McMiHon Rood, Son Luis Obispo
Library has incidents of indecent exposure
HAPPY HOUR AT CAL POLY! 
THIS FRIDAYS PM to 5:30 PM
2 for 1 special on azaleas, shamrocks 
and balloons with cut flowers.
THIS SATURDAY AM to 2 PM
Buy 3 or more azaleas, shamrocks, or 
balloons with cut flowers and receive 
a 30% rebate at
Poly P lant 
and Floral 
5 4 6 ' 1 1 0 6SIC it n NJDH. Ptf'**Ur
UlOCARX
PUWd. Open M-F 12-4 PM 
Sat. 9 AM-5 PM
WOODSTOCK’S  <TIZZA
Wise Pizza Eaters Choose
1015 Court St SLO 
We Deliver 541-4420
By Stephanie Flahavan
Staff Writer
In the past three months several incidents of 
indecent exposure have been reported at Kennedy 
Library.
Charles Beymer, assistant director of the 
library, said indecent exposure doesn’t happen of­
ten in the library, but often enough for the library 
staff to meet with Public Safety to discuss the 
matter.
Among the cases reported on campus, there are 
at least four different suspect descriptions. The 
suspect described in the most recent case matches 
the identifications of four previous cases reported 
to Public Safety in the past three months.
The latest incident occurred Feb. 17 at 10:15 
a.m. among the stacks on the third floor of the 
library. The incident was seen by a female library 
employee. She told a male co-worker and he walk­
ed by where the incident was apparently still
happening. He then reported the incident to 
Public Safety.
Public Safety responded quickly, according to 
Jack Greer, a student employee who was reshelv­
ing books at the time the incident occurred.
The suspect was approached by two Public 
Safety officers, said library stack supervisor John 
Buell, but the man was not arrested or asked to 
leave the library.
According to the police report, the victim was 
never asked if she would like to press charges. The 
victim identified the suspect later in a photo 
line-up though, said Public Safety Investigator 
Wayne Carmack.
Robert Gantz, library security guard, said that 
if people who expose themselves are not arrested 
they may never get the attention they need, and 
the problem might become more violent.
Carmack said the case will be sent to the 
District Attorney’s Office.
PRINTS
FOR THE 
PRICE
Just bring in any size color print film for quality developing and printing by Kodak. Order one set of prints at the regular price, and you’ll get a second set free to share with friends.
Ask If PROCCSSMGBY
Kodak
But hurry! This offer runs March 9 through March 13. 
Find out how good your prints can be...
Ask for quality processing by Kodak.
EIQxroJ Bookstore
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Poly netters 
earn win over 
Swarthmore
By Keith Nunes
Staff Writer
The Cal Poly men’s tennis 
team outgunned Swarthmore 
College of Pennsylvania 8-1, up­
ping its record to 8-6 overall.
Swarthmore, ranked second in 
Division in, came out strong but 
was no match for the talented 
Mustangs.
“ Mike Giusto, our number one 
singles player, and Jim Ault, our 
number four singles player, both 
put in strong performances,’’ 
said Mustang coach Hugh 
Bream. “ Ault has been in a 
slump lately, but from the looks 
of the way he played today he 
looks like he might be pulling out 
o fit.’’
Next quarter the Mustangs 
hope to get a boost in their 
lineup with the return of senior 
Bob Zoller, Poly’s number one 
singles player from last year.
“ The reason why Zoller has not 
played this season is because he 
has been saving his last quarter 
of eligibility so that he can play 
in the nationals at the end of this 
season,’’ said Bream.
The Mustangs wilt play next 
on March 24 when they host 
non-conference opponent Cal 
State Hayward.
Smith’s extra-inning double gives Poly win
Cal Poly’s Jeff Smith came up 
with a lOth-inning RBI double 
Tuesday to help the Mustangs 
extend their winning streak to 
six games with a 5-4 win over 
Stanislaus State.
Prior to Smith’s game-winning 
RBI, the Mustangs had played 
to a 4-4 tie after nine innings 
mainly on benefit of three home 
runs. Leading the early hitting 
attack was third baseman Scott 
Reaves, who hit two home runs, 
and catcher John Orton, who 
added one.
It was in the 10th inning, 
however, that the Mustangs were
able to convert a single run into a 
win.
Outfielder Eric Baysinger led 
off the inning with a bunt single, 
and after being sacrificed to se­
cond by designated hitter Craig 
Jacques, was driven home by 
Smith.
Eric Bratlein got the win in 
relief for the Mustangs.
Cal Poly, which started the 
season with a 2-9 record, has 
since won the last six to bring its 
record to a modest 8-9.
Orton, who hit a single home 
run against Stanislaus, was one 
of Poly’s main offensive weapons
nine days ago when it last 
played. In three games with the 
Cal State Hayward Pioneers Or­
ton knocked three home runs.
The game with Stanislaus was 
Poly’s first in more than a week, 
as this past weekend’s three- 
game series against San Jose 
State was rained out.
The Mustangs will try to 
balance their wins and losses this 
weekend when they travel to Cal 
Poly Pomona for three con­
ference games with the Broncos, 
who at the beginning of this 
week were 8-10. The three games 
will be the first conference games
for the Mustangs.
Both Cal Poly schools have 
played several Division 1 oppo­
nents in the preseason, with the 
Broncos playing all their games 
against Division I teams.
Pomona is led offensively by 
designated hitter Jim Gomez, 
who is hitting .441, while catcher 
Dave Schuster is hitting .306. 
First baseman Tom Weeks, who * 
has been the Broncos hottest 
hitter by getting hits in nine of 
the last 10 games, leads the team 
with five home runs and 20 
RBIs.
— Dan Ruthemever
Sporting Goods 
for Men & Women
SWEATS • WINDBREAKERS 
ATHLETIC EQUIPMENT 
DARTS
886 Monterey St. 543-2197
NO UNES
' . \ r  >
&
When you’re up against a deadline and need some 
hot copies like now, this is the place to come. We’ve 
got copiers lined up and ready.
Easy parking, friendly folks, and over a hundred dif­
ferent kinds o f paper to chose from.
A T  T H E  C O R N E R  OF  F O O T H I L L  A N D  C H O R R O  -  O P E N  7 o .m .  T I L L  M I D N I G H T
541-COPy
College Book Company Presents
TEXTBOOK B U Y BACK
AT TWO LOCATIONS. DURING FINALS
In Front of El Corral Bookstore
March 16-20, 8:00 am - 4:00 pm
The Truck Between Math 
and Engineering West
March 17-20, 8:30 am - 3:30 pm
L ElGDiiallL^ Bookstore
• » k I » « » K a «
RGOOD NEIGHBOR DAY!
SAN LUIS OBISPO — If you hap­
pen to see groups of Cal Poly 
students around the San Luis 
Obispo area with shovels, ham­
mers, and vacuum cleaners instead 
of beach towels and frisbees, you’ll 
know it must be time for their se­
cond annual Good Neighbor Day.
Saturday, April 11, has been set 
aside by the university’s Associated 
Students Inc. for student volunteers 
to help needy individuals or 
organizations.
Kickoff will be at noon on the 
lawn behind the Cal Poly Theatre on 
campus. At that time a County
Board of Supervisors resolution 
recognizing the service of students 
to the community and proclaiming 
the day Good Neighbor Day will be 
presented. City and County of San 
Luis Obispo officials will attend the 
presentation.
Following that, student 
volunteers will receive their work 
assignments. Several hundred have 
already agreed to participate and 
others are expected to do so before 
April 11.
We want the surrounding com­
munity to know that we enjoy being 
a part of San Luis Obispo and we
Graduating? ASI Senior Portraits is 
Back! During the first two weeks of 
April and the first two weeks of 
May, the ASI is providing a Senior 
Portrait service in UU218. This is a 
convenient opportunity for students 
to purchase a really quality
KEVIN SWANSON
ASI President
package of pnotographs at an 
economical price. Most graduating 
seniors look for this service around 
this time of year, however not 
everybody has the kind of time to 
look for a decent product at a good 
price. Write this one into the old 
“academic planner”.
Club Presidents! Clear your calen­
dars on March 16th! The second an­
nual President’s Forum will be held 
on Thursday evening, April 16th. 
Each club president is invited to a 
semi-formal dinner with ASI ex­
ecutives, senators, and university 
administrators. During this time, 
students have the opportunity to 
present their concerns, for the im­
provement of the quality of the 
educational experience here at Po­
ly. The forum will take place in 
Chumash Auditorium.
Funds for the free dinner are provid­
ed by the ASI and Cal Poly Presi­
dent Warren Baker.
Reservations will be needed to attend.
want to show our appreciation by 
giving something back. It’s also a 
chance for students to be rewarded 
with the warm and gratifying feel­
ings that come from helping their 
fellow human beings.
The students are primarily focus­
ing on the elderly and handicapped 
and other individuals or groups 
who, for whatever reason, feel they 
need help. They can sign up for 
assistance through Friday, April 10, 
by calling the Cal Poly ASI Office, 
546-1292, weekdays between 8 a.m. 
and 4 p.m.
Ideal projects are those that 
would take two or more people from 
one to three hours to complete. Ex­
amples include simple your pro­
jects, planting flowers, moving, and 
washing a car.
Students will provide the labor. 
Materials, supplies, and tools must 
be furnished by the parties receiv­
ing assistance.
ASI FILMS
“OUTSTANDING
COMMITTEE”
January 29,1987
The topic of ASI Films came up at 
the Executive staff meeting this 
Thursday, and it was by unanimous 
decision of the staff to compliment 
you and your committee for this, a 
particularly outstanding quarter in 
your acquisition of films.
Not only is the staff impressed, but 
students we have been in contact 
with have expressed their gratifica­
tion with your current selections. 
We only regret there being time con­
flicts that do not allow viewing of all 
of the scheduled films.
On behalf of the entire Executive 
Staff, we would like to commend 
you on a job done well. You and 
your committee have consistently 
proven your excellent ability. Thank 
you for all your hard work, and keep 
those great films coming!
SENATE NEWS
INSURANCE COSTS RISE DRAMATICALLY
Insurance costs have risen ex­
ponentially over the past two years, 
causing severe budget constraints, 
and mandating possible future fee 
increases.
Ine Cal Poly Associated Students, 
Incorporated has taken the in­
itiative to the development of a life- 
saver for the CSU Auxiliary In­
surance programs. That life-saver is 
in the form of Joint Powers Authori­
ty (JPA). In essence, the JPA 
creates a pool of money for a large 
group of businesses or public 
benefit corporations, that will be us­
ed to pay for insurance claims. It’s 
effect on premium costs is stunn­
ing, saving large amounts of money 
for the organizations. Also, at the 
same time, it will allow for risks to 
be assessed internally. Currently, 
the insurance companies have had
some control over programs and 
services by denying insurance 
coverage or charging excessive 
premiums.
The Cal Poly A.S.I. collected the 
support of the California State Stu­
dent Association in the establish­
ment of this program. As of now, 
the auxiliaries are waiting for 
legislation to allow the creation of
the JPA. The Chancellor voiced her 
support for this program, in a 
meeting with me on November 10th. 
As time definitely means money in 
this situation (110,000 dollars a year 
for our ASI), we have requested the 
CSU consider this an urgency item.
Fortunately or unfortunately, the 
most visible actions of Student 
Senate comes in the form of a bill or 
resolution. By definition, a bill 
changes the ASI codes and bylaws, 
and a resolution is a formal sugges­
tion that can be quite influential. 
Resolutions, however, are not 
always effective. Senate can ac­
complish goals by working with the 
variety of commissions and com­
mittees under it. They consist of: 
The Academic Commission, which 
works on student related academic 
issues, and also acts as a “go- 
between” for Student Senate and 
the Academic Senate;
The Administrative Commission, 
which has in the past dealt with 
issues such as parking availability 
and free bussing;
The AdHoc Committee, which 
works on special projects within 
Senate;
The Codes and Bylaws, which 
reviews the codes and bylaws of all 
student organizations and groups; 
The Election Committee, which con­
ducts ASI elections;
The Finance Committee, which puts 
together the ASI budget every year.
and is chaired by the ASI controller 
with two representatives from each 
school;
The Lono Ranae Planning Commit­
tee. which works on goals and con­
siders directions ASI should take in 
the future;
The Personnel Policy Committee. 
which works on personnel policies 
and other issues affecting 
employees of ASI;
The Student Planning Commission, 
which organizes physical physical 
maintenance and improvement pro­
grams students are concerned 
about on campus; and
The Union Executive Committee. 
which handles concerns directly af­
fecting the operation of the Univer­
sity Union.
There are plenty of opportunities 
for students to get involved and 
make a difference in issues they are 
particularly concerned about. For 
information on when these commis­
sions and committees meet contact 
the ASI office in UU 217.
Erica Tiffany,
Student Senator
Student Senate 
More^than just Bills and Resolutions
Recommended Reading
M ich a e l^ rcß T W U jC itize rL New York:
{Bantam ^ o k s . 1985, \  
W illiarfi^iQ^^. Plünkitt offamtfiany Hall. 
New Y^rklEjp:0títt6n. 1963.
CLASS AVAILABILITY
The ASI Executives have compiled a 
report reviewing Class Availability 
on campus. We determined that in 
the hardest-to-get classes, there 
was an overall 7% increase in 
availability this year. Next year, we 
predict a similar Improvement. 
Nevertheless, In some of the GE 
classes, there are still severe shor­
tages of instructors. Also, we 
isolated some of the problems that 
cause such difficulties on this cam­
pus. The primary issue as we see it 
is contained in the internal manage­
ment in the schools. The university 
gets an established number of 
faculty members in total, and is 
responsible for distributing the 
allocations amoung the schools. 
The schools will overextend 
themselves by tenuring too many 
faculty members; then, when the 
demand drops in that school, there
are more teachers than are needed. 
And, in the impacted schools, there 
'aren’t enough intructors to go 
around. We recommend more stu­
dent involvement on the school 
council level in the allocation of 
faculty positions.
No Classes again.
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BETA BETA BETA 
Last "meeting" of the quarter 
Thursday 3/12 7:00pm 
Straw Hal Pizza on Olive Street 
Free to members Non-members $3.00 
BETHERE!!
POLY ROYAL SCREEN PRINTED T’S 
AND CAPS.INK SPOTS’S PRICES 
ARE BEST CALL 543-7991
*** SAM
Meeting Thur AG ENG 123 11AM
A WEEKEND IN LAS VEGAS!
EVERYONE WELCOME 
MARCH 20-22 CALL CHRIS 
544-0947
Sponsored by JILL 
The F.M. Club 549-9659
ARE YOU NERVOUS ABOUT THE EIT? 
Check Review Session Schedule Out 
Side CE Office or Call 544-4735
ASI CONCERTS PRESENTS!
YELLOW-
JACKETS
April 11 7:30 & 9:30pm Chumash 
Tickets on sale NOW!!!
Stu Adv 10.75 Get 'em before....
CELEBRATE 
PRIDEOFTHE UNION 
GOURMET COFFEE 25<t 
ICE CREAM CONES 35« 
JULIAN’S
WE DO IT WITH TASTE!
DID YOITk NO WAST c o n  C EfTTsTFI UvT^  
OUTING, FINE ARTS, SPECIAL 
EVENTS, the CRAFT CENTER, and many 
other groups are a part of 
program board? Stop by our tables 
today In the UU Plaza and discover 
what we’re all about, and get 
involved!
DO YOU WANT BETTER PROGRAMMING 
AT CAL POLY?
DO YOU WANT MORE CONCERTS, FINE 
ARTS, SPECIAL EVENTS, SPEAKERS 
ETC.? ASI Program Board can’t do 
it without your support! Join an 
ASI Program Board Committee and 
get involved today.
G ef mbre“$ ^  for 
your used textbooks
set your own price and sell them 
thru POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE 
taking books T-TH 10-4 finals wk. 
UPSTAIRS UU NEXT TO CHUMASH
Pride of the 
Union Week
March 10-12. See what your Univer­
sity Union has to offer. Enter the 
drawings,Grand Prize-2 quarters 
free tuition or trip to Hawaii,
Jazz band. FREE cake,coffee and 
more. EVERYONE INVITED!!
* SPREAD SOME SUNSHINE! * 
Kappa Delta Sorority asks you to 
share a little to help prevent 
child abuse. Give on TH3/12, UU 
Plaza; SAT3/14, Riley’s, 9am-3pm. 
Proceeds go to National Committee 
for ,’ revention of Child Abuse
Congratulation on the jobi 
Love The Sexpuppies
Good luck during gell week and 
have a wonderful spring break! 
From the gang at the SEA BARN
Good sunglasses are a good idea!
See the top of the line like BUCCI, 
SUNCLOUD, HOBIE, GARGOYLE, 
VUARNET,and RAY BAN. All at the 
SEA BARN 7 days a week.Free leash 
and case.lOVo discount with ASB card. 
Sea better at the SEA BARN AVILA 
BEACH.
HAPPY B-DAY DAD! SORRY I 
FORGOT! I LOVE YOU! CHERI
HAVE YOU SEEN OUR FRIEND? 
ROGER HOFF
Civil Engineering
Absent from CAL POLY since Feb. 3,
1987
Ht.-5’9’’-Brown Hair & Eyes-Slim Build 
Large scar on back of neck 
Small crucifix of rhinestone earring left 
osr
Drives 1964 RED CORVETTE STING RAY
PIaaqa oaII*
PETE BRENNAN (415) 648-1576 
ROB O’LEARY (415) 731-7931
HEY SKR
DON’T WIN ANYTHING 
WHILE I’M GONE!
BU
JULIAN’S Is now serving MOUSSE 
and CHEESECAKE! Come and try. 
Open Mon-Fri 7:30-10pm
LOOKING FOR PAUL
The BLONDE AQUARIUS...Y0U left 
THE FLATS too early last THURS 
MY ELF BOOTS and I want to talk!! 
Meet me there this THURS NITE-A.
T-shirts by BAD DOG.BIG DOG,CLUB, 
LOCALM OTION,GOTCHA,CORONA, 
MAUI,AND SONS,CLASSIC BEACH 
and much much more.The SEA BARN 
AVILA BEACH.
BROADEN YOUR INTERESTS TODAY!
Get involved in the ASI Program 
Board today. Meet new people and 
learn new skills. Stop by the program 
board tables today in the 
UU Plaza for more information.
ALPHA SIGMA LITTLE SIS’ RUSH 
4/2GAMES Night-1681 Phillips Lane 
4/3Black and Red Party 
4/4BBQ and Volleyball 
4/5lndoctrination 
For More Info Call 543-0283
BETA THETA Pl-Would like to 
thank their formal dates for a 
good time at the Snow Flake Ball
Congratulations to the newly 
installed executive officers of 
GAMMA PHI BETA' Angélique S., 
Cathleen I., Liz H., Steph F., 
Jamie O., Kim K, Traci T., Leslie, 
When W., Gerilyn W., Becky H., 
Christy L., Kathy G.Ü!
Get ready to go!!!
Gamma Phi Beta & Beta Theta Pi 
The Phee Phi Pho Rhum was hot! 
Let’s make it a tradition!!
Love,
Alpha Phi
Hey Delta Tau! Hey A.U.!
We can’t wait to meet your 
Dating Game crew! Because of the 
delay, we’re all the more anxious 
now to play;we’re excited, what 
more can we say?!!
Love,
Alpha Phi
MIKE"QUASI"ISOLA CLUE 2
I’m tall & stop letting you 
brother use your ID!!
Love your little sis. WHO?????
Mike Beaupre,
Do you know who I am yet?? 
Well don’t start stressing 
I’ll send you more clues.
So keep on guessing!!! 
Love, YOUR SIGMA CHI 
LITTLE SISTER
SAE
RED PARTY
featurinTeat g_
THE “3” O’CLOCK
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON,
We can’t wait to rock around 
the clock with you at Saturday 
night’s Sock Hop Exchange!!! 
Love,
ALPHA PHI
The girls of Gamma Phi Beta 
wanted to thank their "pairs" 
for a great and wild time at 
the date party last weekend!!!!
-Marie Callenders will never be 
the same!!!!!
TKE
LITTLE SISTERS
BE A PART OF IT!!
SPRING RUSH STARTS APRIL 2
TO ALL KAPPA DELTAS
Thanks for all the fun and good 
times.You guys have made my 
time here outstanding!
LOVE amd AOT 
Laura
To My DSP Babe 
While we’re apart and 
Separated by the sea 
While we’re having fun 
Don’t Forget about me!
I LOVE YOU!! Kristens roommmate
Found: Ring 
Ag Building Rm 102 
Call 541-1397
MISSING CAT
Lost in the vicinity of Peach and 
Chorro St Missing since 2/27/87 
Grey long-haired male GREATLY 
MISSED Please call 541-8789
REWARD Diamond ring lost in 
downtown SLO. Sentimental value 
549-8466/544-7157
Managers and coaches for SLO Babe 
Ruth Baseball. Call Mike Johnson 
Days 541-2500
Carpet and Upholstery Cleaning 
Dean Carlson 489-8352
‘ ••FREE* “ FREE**‘ FREE*** 
ATTIC INSULATION-Waterheater 
blankets-Weatherstripping Sponsor 
So. Cal Gas CALL ENERGY 544-4355 
HELEN OR MICKI 
Call and Save $$ on utility bills
FREE PREGNANCY TEST, COUNSELING, 
REFERRALS, HELP. ALPHA 541-3367
FAST SERVICE-EXPERIENCED TYPIST 
1.50 PAGE 543-7631 CHRIS
FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS CALL 
BONNIE 543-0520 EVENINGS.
OVERNIGHT SERVICE (usually) 
$1.50/pg typical, Leslie 549-9039
PAPERS-RESUMES CATHY 543-0258
PAST SERVICE -EXP TYPIST $1.50 
PAGE 544-2943, 541-4761 PEGGY
QUALITY WORD PROCESSING 
Fast/Cheap Revisions-Spell Check 
Computer Education Svcs. 528-5049
R&R WORD PROCESSING & TYPING 
(Rona) laser printer,w/100 plus fonts, 
student rates. M-Sat,9am-6pm,544-2591
RESUME, PAPERS, PROJECTS, WORD 
PROCESSING DONE IN SO. CTY 
CONSHA’S OFFICE SUPPLY PISMO 
BCH 773-5851 OR 489-0724 EVE.
USE R COMPUTERS Word Processing 
Service. Resumes,reports using laser 
printer or do-it-yourself using word pro­
cessor in our facility. 544-7676.
WORDPROCESSING-Senior Projects, 
papers. Spell check. 549-0833
DO YOU LIKE BEER? Then call us at 
U-BRU. You can brew import quality 
homebrew for about 25 cents each. 
Call 543-6392 and start brewing.
ANNOUCING....
SUMMER R.A. RECRUITMENT 1987!!
IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN BECOMING 
A RESIDENT ADVISOR IN ONE OF CAL 
POLY’S RESIDENCE HALLS FOR THE 
SUMMER OF 1987, JOIN US AT ONE 
OF THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION 
SESSIONS:
WEDNESDAY April 1,1987 
AND
THURSDAY April 2,1987 
7 P.M. at MUIR HALL
IF YOU WOULD LIKE MORE INFORMA­
TION, JUST CALL THE RESIDENT 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENT OFFICE AT 
546-3396
IBM XT TURBO comp LOWEST PRICE 
IN SLO -PCA- Ask for Rob 544-4501
MOVING SALE Negotiable 
HIDE-A WAY AND LOVE SEAT $125, 
COMPUTER TABLE $100,DINNER TABLE 
AND 2 CHAIRS $35,MUST SELL BEFORE 
SPRING BREAK!! CALL KAREN,541-5402 
BEFORE 8AM or AFTER 10PM
Commemoratives 4,5,6,7. All Museum 
Framed. $1500 for all Four 541-3179
WASH/GAS DRYER large capasity 
$125 for both. 544-3540.
WINDSURFER - Rocket Express & 
83, excel. Complete. $500 & $400 
Joe 544-3384,6-9 pm
VESPA 1979 P125X LOOKS COOL, 
RUNS GREAT $600 or BO 543-8898
YAMAHA SCOOTER Excell. Cond. 
Many Extras $5(X)543-2068
1980 HONDA EXPRESS $200-OBO 
GREAT CONDITION ALSO ONE SPEED 
UNIVEGA BIKE-$100 CALL 541-6900
VW BUG FOR SALE 1970 MUST SELL 
ASKING 700. OR BO CALL 543-9553
1957 Karman Già Good Body&Engine 
Excellent interior $2600 OBO 
466-3349 or 543-6821 Ask for Nick
‘67 VW CAL-BUG, PORSCHE RIMS 
KENWOOD STEREO, RUNS STRONG, 
NEW PAINT, $2800,OBO 541-49L0
‘72 VW BU~g ¥650 6 ^ 5 4 4 ^ 3 ^
A DOUBLE SIZE ROOM FOR TWO 
MALES!!! 2brm 2 1/2bath townhouse 
pool,micro,close to Poly,Spring 
and/or Summer $160 each 544-9010
AVAIL. NOW! FEM ROOMMATE needed 
to share condo. Fully furnished, 
wash/dryer,bckyd,frplc,cable, 
dishwash. No deposit, $205/mo.
CALL NOW 541-1764.
AVAILABLE NOW: MASTER BDRM,NEW 
condo in Los Osos. Own bath &dcck. 
Hottub,fireplace. $350/mo. or 
$175 ea to share. 528-8017
Cedar creek Spr Qrt Female Rmt 
$200 mo 544-0778 (NO DEPOSIT)
CHEAP!CHEAP!1FM RMT NEEDED 
2BLOCKS TO POLY GRT.APT.CALL 
NOW JENNY OR KAREN 541-3342
CHEAPICHEAP! Female Rmmt Needed 
Quick! Spr.Qtr.Great Rmmts!2 Blocks 
Frm Poly.$167.50 Call 543-5949
^ C H E C K I T O U r r
Lg house right across the street 
from Poly. Experience student 
living at it’s best during Spring 
qtr. Lg redwood deck,washer/dryer, 
gameroom,25” Color TV w/full cable 
services,micro & a maid. Call Tom 
or Mike at 543-8877.
DEsperately seeking male roommate 
Spr Qtr. Close to campus, large 
rooms $200/mo. Negot. 541-3798.
F NEEDED SPR QTR FURN APT,POOL, 
MICRO,NEAR POLY CHEAPI543-2986
F Rommate needed to share room 
Spring qtr-160/mo Call Shelly 
549-9088
F Roomie to share v. nice condo. 
Furn/W&D/Dish/Micro/Fire/Pool/ 
Hottub. $200mo. Katy 549-8545
FEM RMTE WANTED TO SHARE ROOM 
IN LGNA LK CONDO FRNSH W/D JAC 
UZZI MICRO CALL 544-2736
Female roommate needed Sp Qtr sh 
are rm in house close to Poly Wash/ 
dry Furnished 200mo. call 546-8554
Female roommate needed, ASAP 175 
to share.Close to Poly. Great 
townhouse apt. Call 543-7120 P.M.’s
FEMALE TO TAKE OVER WOODSIDE 
LEASE! Nonsmoker please. 
Interested? CaJI 543-8829
FEMALE needed to share rm in LARGE 
furnished apt 2 blocks to Poly S.Q. 
RENT NEGOTIABLE! Call 549-9341
FML RMMT SPR QRT SHARE RM 200$ 
CONDO FRNSH 5 MIN AWAY 543-9034
M/F OWN ROOM IN 2BDRM HOUSE . 
$250MO. NEXT TO POLY CLEAN, 
QUIET AVAILABLE 3/21 -541-1398
SHA^E~RMilOUSE>uif^ ACUZ 
WASH,DRY,GAR,BBQ,FUN RMMTS 
AVAIL 3/20 $180/mo 543-1889
MALE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN 
NICE NEW CONDO $140/MO GREAT 
ROOMMATES CALL TOM 544-2874
Male Rmmt to share RM at Mustang 
Vil. 140/mo. Call Bryan 549-0207
Male roomate needed for spr qtr 
at Cedar Creek Village 200/mo 
NEGO. No Deposit Extras 546-9565
MALE RMMTTtEEDEDFORSPmNG^  
OWN ROOM GOOD LOCATION CALL 
543-3997.
Need female to share room in 4-bdrm 
house.Avail 4/1, poss earlier 544-9565
Only $200 Own Big Room. Clean, 
Quiet and much more F. Call 
543-5160
Own Lg Bedroom W/Fireplace in 
Furnished House. Close to Poly. 
Avail 4/1.Call Now. Doug 541-3822
Reduced from 240.NOW 185/mo 
Fshare SP.Q 60 Casa TownHse FirePI 
Pool W&D 2Vi Bath Walk to Poly 
541-5487
Own room 262.50 Close to downtown 
female URGENT 543-5513
OWN ROOM
FEMALE NEEDED FOR SPRING QTR 
APT CLOSE TO POLY- FURNISHED 
W/WATERBED OR UNFURN-MICRO. 
ONLY$190/MONTH!!CALL 544-0386 
FOR ALL THE DETAILS!
OWN ROOM 
Available March 21 
Apartment in quiet location 
$196/mo.
Call eves. 549-9119
OWN ROOM 
Available March 21 
Apartment in a quiet location 
$196/mo.
Call eves. 549-9119
OWN ROOM IN GREAT APT. SPRING 
QUARTER.FURNISHED INCLUDING 2 
FUN GIRLS. JUST $230/mo 544-3751
Own Room or Share-Close to 
Poly Rent Cheap F Sp 546-9369
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE!
MALE OR FEMALE $225 WALK TO POLY 
CALL NOW! 541-8750
PINK HOUSE
M Own Room 1/2 BIk from Poly 
W/D & Extras 549-0136
Priv. Rm in lg. 2Bd. Apt.
Walk to Poly Fern. Pref. 4/1 
240/mo. 150/dep. Cail 541-2046
RM IN FURN’D CONDO MANY EXTRAS 
MUST SEE! $190/M-SH $280/M-OWN 
AVAIL. NOW. M/F ANNA 544-3849
ROOM/BATH in house available for 
M/F non-smoker, SLO, $250 util, 
paid, avialable April 1 or sooner 
543-0520 eves.
ROOMMATE NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM 
VERY CLOSE TO POLY, NONSMOKER '  
MUST BE HOUSEBROKEN,170/MO 
546-8737
Shr Rm Spg Qtr 30 Casa"A”  $140/mo 
541-5696
SPR QTR ONLY! FM to shr room 
at CEDAR CREEK Great rmts-micro 
200mo NO DEPOSIT 544-4228
WHAT A DEAL!
Pool/Micro/Cable4/Walk-in-closet 
Spring lease at Murray St Station 
for 1FM $185mo/neg Angela 544-3938
JUNE 87 TO JUNE 88 LEASE
OWN ROOM IN LARGE HOUSE 1 
Ml.TO POLY. FUN ATMOS & MATES. 
W&D,MICRO,CABLE...270/mo. 544-9261
1-4 Rmates needed Spr or Spr&Sum 
Close to Poly $150 Negot. 544-8399
2 lg brms in lg hse Fern. Avail SpQ 
W/D prv-pkng,sn-dck;$250,541-5838
2 MorF NEEDED TO SHARE ROOM IN 
HOUSE MANY EXTRAS CALL 541-8708
2 ROOMMATES NEEDED OWN ROOMS 
M or F LG HOUSE WASHER/DRYER 
LAGUNA LAKE $240/MO 543-6125
3 FEM NEEDED 2 BDRM NEW MODERN 
CONDO $225 MICRO W/D FP 544-4312
APT for rent. 2 bdrm.near POLY 
furn for 4. water,trash,cable pd. 
$600/mo. 543-8517 or 544-5385
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT $125/mo, util 
included. 5 min. to Poly.
Male call 546-8745 or 549-9445
LARGE CONDO FOR RENT $565/mo. 
Also STUDIO FOR RENT near Poly 
and shopping $300/mo. 541-1112
NEW $170 No Deposit Fm Rmt Cedar 
Creek Vili. Pool-Parking-Furn- 
TV-Dishwasher etc. 544-8829 nite.
Are you looking for a list of 
homes for sale? Call Kent Mazzia 
agt. County Properties, 544-5777.
Enjoy your own creek with this 
remodeled mobile home 25,900 West 
Wind Realty 549-8317 or 528-7653
ONLYOTiiE7WAILABLEVro7,900
2 bedroom 1 3/4 bath condo with pool 
jacuzzi clubhouse Call 541-1421 
NEWBY REALTY Eves. Call 544-3797
SELLING YOUR HOUSE? How much is it 
worth? For a free apraisal,call Steve 
Nelson, F/S Inc. 543-8370.Leave Message.
t h Tn k in g  o f  buyTn' g“a HOUS'E'? ^
For a free list of all the afford­
able houses and condos for sale 
in SLO, including condos near Poly,
Call Steve Nelson F/S Inc. 543-8370.
Leave Message
12 Thursday, March 12,1987 Mustang Daily
Teen booked c a r d  
for causing 
copter crash
RUTAN
IRVINE (AP) — A teen-age 
driver has been booked for in­
vestigation of m urder for 
allegedly causing the air collision 
of two police helicopters during a 
chase, killing three people, 
authorities said Wednesday.
The crash occurred Tuesday as 
police helicopters chased a stolen 
car, authorities said. The Costa 
Mesa chopper was handing over 
the chase to the Newport Beach 
aircraft at the time of the colli-
sion.
From page 1
but they will be finalized and an­
nounced in three weeks.
Health cards offer students 
basic medical services including 
X-ray procedures, clinical labora­
tory tests, immunizations and 
physical exams, as well as many 
other services and educational 
programs.
Essentially the same services 
will be available to health card 
holders. He said there could be 
an increase in optometry and 
dermatology services, as well as 
the elimination of price discounts 
on pharmaceutical supplies and 
orthopedic appliances. These
¡•f^rOL I BLADE
I  __ ______________________________________
I V  * $20 Perm or $8 Haircutj wrth John (formerly of Perfect Look)
I Call 541-6131 for an appointment
I Tues - Sat, 9:30 - 6
THIS CO UPO N IS G O O D  THPOUGH JUNE 1, 1987
changes will depend on the 
number of students who pur­
chase health cards.
“ If 10,000 students buy health 
cards. I’m not sure we’ll be able 
to keep offering the discounts,’’ 
Nash said. He explained that the 
present number of students hav­
ing health cards is approximately 
5,000; if the new lower price 
makes sales double some pro­
blems could result.
Nash said providing services to 
a greater number of students will 
be difficult, and students will 
have to schedule appointments. 
“ Right now in dermatology, ap­
pointments have to be made 
three to four weeks in advance,’’ 
he said.
Nash stressed that just 
because students buy health 
cards doesn’t guarantee they’ll 
be seen by a physician. “ They 
must make an appointment,’’ he 
said.
An increase in students will 
keep the center busy, Nash said, 
but through appointments stu­
dents’ needs should be accom- 
I modated.
□ □ E
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Foundation Food Service
VJINTER QUARTER STUDY BREAK -  ' 8 7
TO MAKE THE DAYS OF FINALS AND THE DAYS PRIOR 
TO FINALS MORE RELAXED, WE ARE FURBISHING REFRESHMENTS TO 
OUR MEAL TICKET CUSTOMERS AT THE UNIVERSITY DINING ROOM 
FROM 8pm TO 12pm DURING THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULED STUDY BREAKS:
SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
MARCH 1 5  -  S O F T -S E R V E  IC E  CREAM
MARCH 1 6  -  COOKIES & F R U IT
MARCH 1 7  -  DONUTS
MARCH 1 8  -  COOKIES & F R U IT
COFFEE AND HOT CHOCOLATE WILL BE AVAILABLE 
EACH NIGHT.
Non Meal ticket customers $1.00
DDE DOE
From page 1
enough to gain maximum fuel ef­
ficiency and yet strong enough to 
withstand turbulence. “ In a 
sense the Voyager was a very 
simple aircraft. Weight was a key 
factor and anything that could 
be considered an extra was taken 
out. The only things which were 
left on the Voyager were those 
parts which were considered to 
be essential.’’
When finished, the Voyager 
had a wingspan of 111 feet and 
weighed 939 pounds when not 
loaded with fuel; it had 15 tanks 
which would carry 1,489 gallons 
of fuel. “ Basically the Voyager 
was a flying gas tank,’’ said 
Rutan. The cockpit of the air­
craft was as cramped as a phone 
booth and the pilots lay in a pro­
ne position throughout the flight.
From the beginning, the 
Voyager’s journey was plagued 
with problems: the tip of the left 
wing was scraped off on take-off, 
at one point during the flight 
neither the ground crew nor the 
pilots had any idea how much 
fuel was left in the plane, and 
= ] □ [ =EiaE ]□
Happy Hour at Uptown Liquor 
10% OFF all liquor,
b66r and wine (excluding kegs)
Monday through Friday 4 to 6pm 
1248 Monterey St. SLO 543-6721
30E 3QE 30E E10E D 0E
ROSS
JEWELERS
 ^ THE tXAMONO STORE 
OF SAN LUIS 06ISP0
ROSS
JEWELERS
Largest selection 
of Engagement 
and W edding sets 
in the county.
t
ROLEX
(Rings enlarged to show detail)
At the corner of Chorro & Higuera 543*6364
Owner Larry Van Gundy
The Wedding Ring Professionals
Burt Rutan
CHRIS DUNKER/Mustang Daily
both pilots suffered from fatigue 
and illness.
But despite these problems the 
Voyager returned nine days later 
after flying approximately 
24,000 miles around the world to 
break one of the last absolute 
records in aviation.
“ The Voyager will never fly 
again,’’ said Rutan. “ It will 
travel around the world in an 
airshow and then will be placed 
on exhibit in the Air and Space 
Museum.’’
Rutan said his next feat is to 
launch a human-powered vehicle 
into low earth orbit.
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20% more 
on top!
Nero’ s pizzas now 
have 2 0 %  m o re  
cheese & toppings 
than ever before!
No one tops it 
like Nero’ s.
1017 Monterey St., SLO
543-1114
CAL POLY STUDENT SPECIAL!!
Bring in this coupon any day from 5pm - 10pm and 
get $1.00 off a delicious Deluxe Burger (served 
with green salad and thick fries)
We Also Feature:
• Sandwiches • Omelettes •
• Breakfast Served All Day •
• Moderate Prices • Convenient Location •
• Open 7 Days. 6am - 10pm
1885 Monterey Street In SLO 544-4254
MoMTl“ n r
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$1.00 OFF
ANY DELUXE HAMBURGER AT ARK TWO oo
• Hawaiian. Mushroom. Teriyaki & 13 other styles g
• Includes green salad & thick fries |
• Coupon good any day 5pm~ 10pm ■
ARK TWO is at 1185 Monterey near Grand
Expires March 31, 1987 Not Valid With Other Promotions
